
Each of us is uniquely individual with distinctive needs. And 
now Nu Skin creates an entirely new approach to anti-aging 
skin care with ageLOC Me. Powerful skin care products that 
are customized for you, by you.

ageLOC Me—Every day is a confident, beautiful skin day. 

The power to be me 
Make every day a confident, beautiful skin day.

ORDER YOUR AGELOC ME 
STARTER KIT TODAY
TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 
[INSERT MARKET #] OR VISIT [INSERT MARKET URL].

“This is placeholder text. Markets, insert an 
approved ageLOC me testimonial here.”
DISTRIBUTOR NAME, COUNTRY



AGELOC ME™ DEVICE
Brilliant, yet simple to use. Featuring first-of-its-kind, 
proprietary technology, the ageLOC Me device  
delivers your customized products in precise doses 
twice a day, every day—making it easy to stick to your 
daily skin care regimen. The sleek and sophisticated 
device is hygienic and convenient, providing a simple 
and unique skin care experience.

AGELOC ME™ DAY MOISTURIZER
The perfect way to start your day. ageLOC Me Day 
Moisturizer targets the sources of aging while providing 
hydration to strengthen and maintain the skin’s natural 
moisture barrier—helping protect throughout the day. 

AGELOC ME™ NIGHT MOISTURIZER
Rejuvenate while you sleep. ageLOC Me Night Mois-
turizer targets the sources and visible signs of aging 
while calming, soothing, and rejuvenating the skin 
during its natural nighttime recovery process. 

AGELOC ME™ SERUMS 
Maximize your anti-aging treatment. Three powerful 
ageLOC Me Serums target the sources of aging to 
improve the visible signs of aging—lines and wrinkles, 
uneven skin tone, and rough, dull skin—resulting in a 
noticeably healthier, younger looking you.

ONE SMART DEVICE 
 Helps you keep to your skin care routine 
 Provides a precise dose every time 
 Features an intuitive and robust user interface

IMAGINE ANTI-AGING SKIN CARE AS 

INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE. NOW IT CAN BE  

WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY  

AND BREAKTHROUGH ANTI-AGING 

FORMULATIONS.

FIVE POWERFUL PRODUCTS 
 Help prevent visible signs of age spots to reveal  

   more even, radiant skin 
 Help improve cell turnover to refine texture, reduce the   

   appearance of pores, and reveal smoother, softer skin 
 Help improve the visible signs of lines, wrinkles,  

   and sagging 
 Strengthen and maintain the skin’s natural moisture     

   barrier 
 Calm, soothe, and rejuvenate the skin during its    

   natural nighttime recovery process

CONTINUED CUSTOMIZATION 
 Supports continued customization, allowing you     
to switch up your cartridges as often as needed  

   (for example, during seasonal changes or as your skin 
   care needs change)

Now you can express youth on your own terms— 
and be your best at any age.




